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Caste-based discrimination in India

1. In India the members of the lower castes continue to suffer severe acts of discrimination at the hands of upper castes, especially corrupt caste-conscious police and local authorities. Despite domestic laws to prohibit caste-based discrimination in accordance with the Constitution of India, such as the Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act (1989) and the Untouchability (Offences) Act, (1955), implementation remains a far off dream owing to the collapse of the rule of the law in India. 

2. Discrimination against lower castes has extended to restricting the exercise of the right to participate in elections. For instance, in Belwa of Varanasi district, Uttar Pradesh, Mr. Rajendra Thiwari held the post of village headman of the Village Panchayath (a statutory local body) for 27 years without challenge. Thiwari belongs to an upper caste. During the 27 years, the only period of time when Thiwari did not fill the post of village headman was when the position was reserved for a female candidate. However, Thiwari nominated his wife, Mrs Thiwari, who governed in his stead. During the 27 years of Thiwari’s leadership, the lower castes in Belwa were not allowed to participate in the election. In August 2005, when the election to the Belwa Village Panchayath was declared, Mr S N Giri, representing the lower caste, filed his nomination to contest the post. Thiwari and other members of the upper caste immediately responded by threatening Giri, his supporters and his family with serious consequences, including murder. When the case was exposed internationally, the government was forced to intervene. The election was conducted under police supervision and members of the lower caste were able to caste their votes. Due the expectation of large numbers of lower caste voters, Thiwari strongly encouraged all upper caste women to also cast their vote to ensure his own success. Ironically, this also resulted in the ability of upper caste women to participate in a local election for the first time in 27 years as a direct result of the success of the lower caste struggle. 

3. Though the above case had a positive outcome, many others do not conclude so well. Seeking redress for discrimination by upper castes can result in discrimination from the authorities themselves, such as in the case of Mr. Birju, son of Bikkal; his wife, Mrs. Kusmnawti; and Mr. Omprakash, the son of Kusmnawti. On 28 December 2005 while Birju, Kusmnawti and Omprakash were collecting firewood from the forest at a location known as 'Doma' within the jurisdiction of Nichlaul police station, Mahrajgan district, Uttar Pradesh, they were assaulted by a gang from the upper caste on an allegation that their cart was blocking the road. Severely injured from the assault they attempted to lodge a complaint with the local police. Mr. Ramadhar Yadav, the Station House Officer in charge of Kothibhar police station, registered their complaint as a petty crime and ordered the victims from the station when they insisted that their case should be registered as an offence under the Scheduled Caste Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act (1989) of India. The police officer also threatened the victims with beatings if they attempted to lodge a complaint again at the police station.

4. Beatings by the police are not unusual in India. The ALRC is submitting a separate submission on custodial torture in India to the Commission where this issue is dealt with in more detail. 

5. One area where caste discrimination is most evident in India is in the employment sector. Although the Minimum Wages Act (1948) guarantees a minimum wage for labourers, it is not followed in respect to employment of lower castes, particularly in unorganized sectors. The authorities responsible for enforcing this law, often local Labour Officers, typically collaborate with the upper castes to deny rights to others. For instance, Mr. Ramachander a member of the Mushahar Community (a Scheduled Tribe, referred to as 'untouchables' by caste Hindus) of Rajgarh Administrative Block in Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh, was employed by Mr. Rakesh Patel as a quarry worker. Ramachander's daily pay was ten rupees (USD 0.25). When Ramachander’s mother fell sick, Ramachander borrowed 10,000 rupees from his employer Patel to pay for her treatment. Since Ramachander was unable to pay off the debt, Patel started deducting five rupees a day from Ramachander's pay. When he fell sick he failed to attend work. The following day he was assaulted by Patel and his men for not attending work on the previous day. This sequence of events--Ramachander's failure to attend work followed by beatings on his return--happened on several occasions before Ramachander sought to file a complaint against Patel at the police station. However, the police also physically abused Ramachander, accused him of impudence for complaining about an upper caste person and detained him in custody. The following day the police surrendered custody of Ramachander to Patel, by whom Ramachander was then brutally tortured. 

6. Even Statutory Local Bodies like municipal corporations employ untouchables for menial 'polluting' jobs, such as scavenging. The Howrah Municipal Corporation and its neighbour in Kolkota, West Bengal, as well as various municipalities in Gujarat and Maharastra, employ members of the lower castes for "dirty" jobs. In Gujarat untouchable employees remain engaged in scavenging jobs which involve carrying human faeces on their heads. Meanwhile, in West Bengal dead bodies are handled only by untouchables. These 'Doms' are employed in the mortuaries where they are expected to perform post mortem examinations. Though Doms are not trained to conduct autopsies, it is common practice for Doms to conduct the examinations and the forensic surgeons to report according to their observations. Though this procedure reflects existing caste practices in India, it also directly stems from the failure of the rule of law there.

7. The Government of India refers heavily to domestic law when challenged to remedy injustices stemming from caste practices; however, many domestic laws fall far short of international law standards. The report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people (E/CN.4/2005/88/Add.1, 16 February 2005) has raised precisely this concern. In reply, the Government of India responded spuriously that at the domestic level it doesn’t recognize a separate community as being "indigenous people". India has also limited its ratification of international conventions on the ground that Indian domestic law is competent in dealing with human rights. However, the manner in which domestic mechanisms work is clearly inadequate.

8. The Asian Legal Resource Centre submits to the Commission that there are few avenues through which lower castes can seek redress for discrimination in India. The Constitution of India provides for equality among all citizens; however, the application of these provisions is not available to all Indians without discrimination. When lodging complaints regarding the violation of rights and atrocities committed against the lower castes the law applicable is the Scheduled Caste Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act (1989). This act calls for every complaint to be registered and investigated by a senior police officer: a Deputy Superintendent of Police. However, in reality, complaints are rarely registered and, if registered, are registered as petty crimes. Moreover, given the influence exerted by the upper caste upon the members of the lower caste, complaints are often quickly withdrawn under threat and intimidation.

9. Domestic remedies wherever available are not accessible to members of the lower castes. This state of affairs extends to seeking redress before the Human Rights Commissions--State and National. To this date the number of complaints of caste-based discrimination registered at the commissions is very low when compared to the real level of discrimination against members of the lower castes in India. If registered, claims are quickly dismissed due to a lack of legal support for complainants, in contrast to the substantial legal support which the respondents have available. It is a stark reality that the commissions are not concerned about their inaccessibility to lower caste complainants, which is exacerbated by the commissions' employment of excessively technical language and procedures, not unlike that employed in the courts.

10. In this context the ALRC request that the Commission address the Government of India in order to have it 

a. Acknowledge that caste-based discrimination is deeply institutionalized and must be stopped immediately.

b. Take steps to prevent caste discrimination, especially in North India, where it is most harshly practiced. 

c. Ensure that exploitation of the members of the lower castes, especially as cheap labour, is prevented by proper implementation of labour laws. 

d. Implement the Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act (1989) and prosecute police officers who conspire with caste Hindus to ensure the continuation of the caste system and its associated discriminatory practices. 

e. Withdraw forthwith its reservations to international conventions so that individuals can seek redress from international bodies for grievances due to failures of domestic law-enforcing agencies to uphold their rights.

